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1. Intrn Auction

Abstract. Inac t iv i ty coefficient and the heat of mixing of molten alkali-halide
nurtures with a co^on ion are analyzed through the use of thermodynaiie fluctuation
theory and of a charged-hard-spheres model for the ionic interactions. A strain
contribution is isolated' and evaluated with the help of experimental data, and a
Coulomb contribution is estimated within the mean spherical approximation. The
difference between these contributions and experiment is attributed to electronic
polarizabUity of the ionic cores by displaying i t s correlation with appropriate
polarisation parameters

Mixtures of molten alkali halides with a common ion are known to conform

rather closely "to the model of regular solutions, i .e. the excess entropy of

mixing over the ideal value is small and the heat of mixing is approximately a

parabolic function of composition, A single interaction parameter MT thus

suffices ina f i r s t approximation to describe the heats of mixing and the activity

coefficients* Ihe experimentally determined values of this parameter are

mostly negative for the mixtures with a common anion and mostly positive in

those with a common cation.

Various attempts, which are reviewed in the book of Lumsden , havo teen

mada to estimate W on the basis of crystalline-like models for the structure

of these solutions* These models do not account for strain contributions, which

are intrinsically positive, and are not reliable in their estimates of the other

contributions. Iumsden has suggested by such a model a sizable contribution to

W , in mixtures with a common anion, from effects of electronic polarization of

the ionic cores, this term i s , of course intrinsically negative.

A number of thermodynamlc properties of solutions, and in particular the

interaction parameter w for a regular solution, are in fact related to their

structural properties by -thermodynamie fluctuation theory, as developed by

Krkwood and Buff . This method waa previously used to extract from the avail-

able thennodynamic data some information on the state of ordering in molten

alkali-Jialide mixtures. Ma use the method in the following to isolate and eval-

uate the strain contribution to W • We also estimate the contribution arising

from the Coulomb interactions between the ions by a calculation of partial struc-

ture factors at long wavelengths for a mixture of charged hard spheres in the mean

spherical approximation . Comparison with experiment then allows us to demon-

strate the role of electronic polarizatioir.of the ionic cores in the concentra-

tion fluctuations and the heat of mixing.
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2, ThejTTiodyna.Tiic fluctuations and mean spherical apnroximation

We consider a molten alkali-halide mixture of composition A "B C a^i

shall conventionally refer to the three ionic species by indices 1, 2 and 3,

with the index 3 denoting the common ion. The activity "/i of the "solvent"

i s defined by writing i t s chemical potential as

The Gibbs-Duhesi relation yields

(2.1)

(2.2)

where U is the chemical potential of the "solute™. In the case of a regular

solution one has for the heat of mixing AH and "or *&« activity of the solvent

the approximate relation

AU - (2.3)

which introduces the interaction parameter oJcharacterizing the solution at any

concentration. This parameter i s related throu^i eqn. (2.2) to the derivative

( * t**/1** )m p o f "fche o h e B l i o a : l potential of the solute, Which i s in turn related

by thermodynaraic fluctuation theory to the longMravelength Unit of the partial

structure factora in the solution.

We show in the Appendix that thertnodynaraie fluctuation theory yields the

expression

(2.4)

where H i s the numbe'r density of ion pairsVK i s the isothermal compressibility,

v, and v , are the partial volumes of the components, and <, (k) i s the

direct correlation function for concentration fluctuations in the solution.

From eqr.g, (2.2) and (2.3) we then get for a regular solution

Slie f irst term in this expression clearly represents the elastic strain con-

tribution to w, as the elastic work involved in the replacement of an A ion

by a B ion. This term, which has been omitted in previous theories of molten

alkali-halide mixtures, i s intris ical ly related to the observed variation of

the molar volume of the solution with concentration, since

y \ o* /-rjP (2.6)

•Ute second term in eqn. (2.3) , on the other hand, can be viewed as an internal

potential driving long-*ravelength concentration fluctuations at constant vo l -

ume, i f one recalls the usual asymptotic relation between the direct correla-

tion function in a liquid and the negative of the interaction potential divided

by kjr. This term involves the detailed ionic interactions, including in the

present case short-range effects from the Coulomb interactions. The long-range

Coulomb terms do not enter the present problem as i s shown in the Appendix.

Thermodynamics fluctuation theory also relates the partial volumes and the

isothermal compressibility to the long-wavelength limit of the partial structure

factors in the solution. He show in the Appendix that, as far as density fluc-

tuations within the first two ionic components are concerned, the theory i s

isomorphous to that for a two-component mixture of neutral particles. He find

i t convenient for calculational purposes to adopt the following expressions,

which are discussed in the Appendix:

a

. ^ ^ (2.7)
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(2.8)

and

L™ <_

Here c. o 1 - c, o • c, c, » 1, and

(2.9)

n. (2.10)

ia the derivative of the chemical potential of the ot component with respect

to the number density u of the fi> component at constant temperature and all

other number densities w_ ,

It is now our task to carry out the evaluation of eqns. (2.7) - (2.9) and

hence of w. We are, of course unable to handle a refined model of the ionic

interactions but we can draw on recent work concerning structural properties

of pure aolten salts. Specifically, we can estimate the strain term and the

Coulomb contribution to the aecond terra in eqn. (2.5) by resorting to a model

which represents each ion as a charged hard sphere. This model, which can be

solved analytically in the framework of the mean spherical approximation ,

yields a reasonably good account of the structure of pure molten salts when the

hard sphere diameters are adjusted to reproduce their compressibility , Analytic

expressions for ths chemical potentials in this scheme have already been given
Q

elsewhere , and it is a straightforward though lengthy calculation to derive

analytic expressions for the quantities U^ introduced in eqn. (2.10). We thus

pass immediatsly to diacuaa the numerical results for solutions.

He adopt for the ionic hard—sphere diaweters the valuc3 reported by Senatore
a

SJL — t which ensure ,̂ ood agreement of eqn. (2.7) for c « o and c = 1 with tho

measured vclu'js of the compressibility. Rather l i t t l e i3 known experimentally

about tho c/r.nrosaibility of alkali Kilide solutions a<3 a f^jnniion of concentra—

rt

tion i figure 1 illustrates a comparison of our results with experiment ,

Comparatively small deviations from a linear interpolation between the values

for the pure components are apparent, and are reasonably reproduced by the

theory. The theory is less accurate in its predictions for (v_ - v.), a

Berious drawback for our calculation of w since this quantity enters the

Strain term in eqn. (2.5) as a square power. The experimental information

available for the variation of î olar volume with concentration indicates,

however, that a linear interpolation between the values for the pure components

ia quite accurate. Our best estimate for the strain contribution to w, which

is reported in the first column of the table for a few representative systems

at concentration o • 0.5, is consequently based on the theoretical values for

Kj, and on values for (v - v^) obtained from eqn. (2.6) under the assumption

of a linear dependence of the molar volume on concentration. Hie second column

of the table reports the values of the Coulomb contribution to w as calcula-

ted from eqn. (2.9).

3. Correlations with core polarization

Although tho numerical results reported in the table should not be taken

too seriously from a quantitative viewpoint, we can draw from them some quali-

tative conclusions. First, the Coulomb contribution to w ia mostly negative

and quite small. Secondly, the strain contribution is quite important, and

clearly leads to a positive value for w if these two are the only contributions.

Hiia latter result i3, however in contrast with experimentt aa we noted in the

introduction, the observed values of vr are mostly negative for tho solutions

with a common onion and mostly posit1vc, but much smaller than the sum of w
strain

and w , , , for tho solutions witi. ;i cxj.innon o .1,ion. He report in tho third
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column of the table the difference Aw between w . . + w_ , . and the
strain Coulomb

observed values of w. •

We must clearly look for an additional negative contribution to the

second term in eqn. (2.5) from parts of the ionic interaction potentials that

we have not included in the preceding calculations. Contributions to w from

London dispersion forces, which have been estimated by Lumsden , are rather

small and positive. The only possible source for a large negative contribution

is from core polarization effects.

• Bo te3t thiG conjecture we plot in figure 2, for mixtures with a common

anion, the quantity 2Aw/fc T against a suitable parameter A_, which is suggested
p

by the work of Lurasden as representative of the effects of core polarization*

This parameter is defined as

A -

-

L
(3.1)

where d^ ia the electronic polarizability of the anion and T,. ( *-or; ta*

the first neighbour distances in the pure components. A_ measures the pola-

rization energy of the anion in the electric field arising from the presence

of different cations. It is apparent from the figure that the correlation be-

tween Aw and A_ is quite good, and can be approximately represented by the

linear relation

correlation is leas good than in figure 2( and can be roughly represented

by

*r/k&T » %A+. • ( 3 > 3 )

The larger numerical factor seems to suggest "that the core polarization

of the solvent and solute negative ionat which are endowed with large po-

larizabilities, is also relevant in the disordered structures of these

liquid mixtures.

An accurate study of these problems would clearly require the use of

computer simulation techniques, Which are unfortunately very expensive when

electronic polarization effects need to be included. The preaent approach

and the empirical relations (3»2) and (3.3) may, however, already prove use-

fal for other ionic solutions.

AcknowleflwBent. It is a pleasure to thank Mr. S* Stabile for drawing the

figures.

- ^ * - • ( 3 . 8 )

We feel that thi3 correlation demonstrates the role of electronic polarization

effects in concentration fluctuations in these systems.

A similar plot ia reported in fic^re 3 for the mixtures with a common

cation, the parameter A being defined by an expression analogous to eqn, (3«l)

with the nolnrizubility oi of the cation replacing that of the anion. The
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Appendix, Thennodynamic fluctuations in a molten alkali-halide fixture with a

common ion.

The relations, of Kirkwoodand Buff between thermodynamic and structural

properties are derived for mixtures of neutral particles, on the assumption

of short-range forces between the particles. The structural properties of

interest are the direct correlation functions ,0 (k) in the limit k -» o.

These are related to the partial structure factors S (k), defined by

- * L4*pLO"'J (A.1)

in terms of the radial distribution functions A (r), by the inverse-matrix

relation'13

= V (A.2)

The difficulty in the case of Coulomb forces i s that the long-wavelength fbitn

of o^ (k) contains a Coulomb divergent term ,
r

tv) = S -
(A.3)

where Za are the ionic valences (in the present case Z, = Zp = - 3, with

Iz^ I - 1 and Zi ^Z =0 ) and W are the quantities defined in eqn. (2.10).

• Some discussion i s thus needed before we can apply the KLrkwood̂ Baff theory

to a molten alkali-halide mixture.

She crucial point is that the Coulomb divergences cancel by charge neu-

trality when we proceed to evaluate the long^ravelength limit of S (k) by

matrix inversion of eqn. (A.3). 5ke result for the partial structure factors

describing density fluctuations within the £tr3t two ionic components is

k»o (A.4)

where

(A.5)

"7* "̂D ** fiitii." t*a * E^a-tion (A.4) has the same form as for two-component

neutral mixture, allowing us to introduce through a further matrix inversion

a set of "screened" direct correlation functions -c (k), given by

The Eirkwood-Buff relations can now be used for this two-ooinponent "screened"

mixture, and in particular they lead immediately to eqns. (2.7) and (2.8) in

the main text. '

The quantity (*bgji£.)v p in eqn. (2,2) can be written through the use

of the Gibbs-Huhem relation as

(A.7)

where N = S1 + Ng and Kĵ , Mg are the total numbers of ions in the firat and

second component. Transformation of the derivatives at constant pressure

into derivatives at constant volume yields

(A.8)
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Equations (2.4) and (2.9) of the main text follow at once through the use

of either eqn. (A,3) or eqn. (A.6), when one defines the concentration-

concentration direct correlation function o (k) aa

(A.9)

Table 1. Contributionn to the in r^rantinn narj^etcr VJ (in units of ik

System strain Coulomb
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( U , Na) Cl

<U, K) Cl

( U , Cs) Cl

(Ha, K) Cl

(Ha, Cs) Cl

( K t Cs) Cl

( F , Br) Na

(Cl, Br) Na

(Cl, I ) Na

( P t I ) Ma

0.7

3.5

8.9

1.0

3.7

1.0

0.2

-0.4

-2.6

-0.3

-1.2

-0.3

5.6

0.5

2 . 3

8 .1

-2.2

-0.2

-1.0

-3.4

2.0

6.1

10.8

1.2

3.2

0.5

3.0

0.2

0.7

4.1
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Captions to

Fl^. 1. Isothermal compressibility versus concentration of Id. ' in the

(K, Li) Cl Systran, Full curve: theory; dots: experiment, from

ref. 0 9. Bie broken line ia the linear interpolation between

the values for the pure components!

Fig. 2« Correlation between' 2Aw/k,,T and the anion polarization para—

meter A__ in molten alkali-halicle mixtures with a common anion.

Fig. 3» Correlation between 2 Aw/k-T and the cation polarization

parameter A in molten alkali-halide mixtures with a common

cation.
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